Introduction {#s0010}
============

Drug discovery, the process by which new candidate medications are discovered, initially began with random searching of therapeutic agents from plants, animals, and naturally occurring minerals ([@bib1]). For this, they depended on the *materia medica* that was established by medicine men and priests from that era. This was followed by the origin of classical pharmacology in which the desirable therapeutic effects of small molecules were tested on intact cells or whole organisms. Later, the advent of human genome sequencing revolutionized the drug discovery process that developed into target--based drug discovery, also known as reverse pharmacology. This relies on the hypothesis that the modulation of the activity of a specific protein will have therapeutic effects. The protein that the drug binds to or interacts with is also referred to as a "target." In this reductionist approach, small molecules from a chemical library are screened for their effect on the target's known or predicted function ([@bib2]). Once the small molecule is selected for a particular target, further modifications are carried out at the atomic level to ameliorate the lock-and-key interactions. This one-drug/one-target/one-therapeutic approach was followed for the last several decades.

The information technology revolution at the end of 20th century metamorphosed the drug discovery process as well ([@bib3]). Advancements in omics technologies during this time were used to develop strategies for different phases of drug research ([@bib4]). Computational power was implemented in the discovery process for predicting a drug-likeness of newly designed or discovered compounds and ligand-protein docking for predicting the binding affinity of a small molecule with a protein three-dimensional structure. In silico tools were developed to predict other pharmacological properties of the drug molecules such as absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion, and toxicity---abbreviated together as ADMET ([@bib5], [@bib6]). The technological advancements triggered discovery efforts in a direction to discover more specific magic bullets that were completely against the holistic approach of traditional medicine. This magic bullet approach is currently in decline phase. The major limitations of this drug discovery approach are side effects and the inability to tackle multifactorial diseases. This is mainly due to the linearity of this approach.

During the peak, historical time of drug discovery and development of natural products--based drugs had played a significant role due to their superior chemical diversity and safety over synthetic compound libraries ([@bib7]). Currently, it is estimated that more than one hundred new, natural product--based leads are in clinical development ([@bib8]). Many active compounds (bioactives) from traditional medicine sources could serve as good starting compounds and scaffolds for rational drug design. Natural products normally act through modulation of multiple targets rather than a single, highly specific target. But in drug discovery and development, technology was used to synthesize highly specific mono-targeted molecules that mimic the bioactives from natural compounds rather than understanding the rationale behind their synergistic action and developing methods to isolate the bioactives from natural resources. Researchers understand that most diseases are due to dysfunction of multiple proteins. Thus, it is important to address multiple targets emanating from a syndrome-related, metabolic cascade, so that holistic management can be effectively achieved. Therefore, it is necessary to shift the strategy from one that focuses on a single-target, new chemical entity to one of a multiple-target, synergistic, formulation-discovery approach ([@bib9]). This tempted the research world to go back and extensively explore natural sources, where modern pharmacology had begun. This renewed research focus indicates the need to rediscover the drug discovery process by integrating traditional knowledge with state-of-the-art technologies ([@bib10]).

Network Pharmacology {#s0015}
====================

A new discipline called network pharmacology (NP) has emerged which attempts to understand drug actions and interactions with multiple targets ([@bib11]). It uses computational power to systematically catalogue the molecular interactions of a drug molecule in a living cell. NP appeared as an important tool in understanding the underlying complex relationships between botanical formula and the whole body ([@bib12], [@bib13]). It also attempts to discover new drug leads and targets and to repurpose existing drug molecules for different therapeutic conditions by allowing an unbiased investigation of potential target spaces ([@bib14]). However, these efforts require some guidance for selecting the right type of targets and new scaffolds of drug molecules. Traditional knowledge can play a vital role in this process of formulation discovery and repurposing existing drugs. By combining advances in systems biology and NP, it might be possible to rationally design the next generation of promiscuous drugs ([@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17]). NP analysis not only opens up new therapeutic options, but it also aims to improve the safety and efficacy of existing medications.

Network Biology to Network Pharmacology {#s0020}
=======================================

The postgenomic era witnessed a rapid development of computational biology techniques to analyze and explore existing biological data. The key aim of the postgenomic biomedical research was to systematically catalogue all molecules and their interactions within a living cell. It is essential to understand how these molecules and the interactions among them determine the function of this immensely complex machinery, both in isolation and when surrounded by other cells. This led to the emergence and advancement of network biology, which indicates that cellular networks are governed by universal laws and offer a new conceptual framework that could potentially revolutionize our view of biology and disease pathologies in the 21st century ([@bib18]). During the first decade of the 21st century, several approaches for biological network construction were put forward that used computational methods, and literature mining especially, to understand the relation between disease phenotypes and genotypes. As a consequence, LMMA (literature mining and microarray analysis), a novel approach to reconstructing gene networks by combining literature mining and microarray analysis, was proposed ([@bib19], [@bib20]). With this, a global network was first derived using the literature--based, cooccurrence method and then refined using microarray data. The LMMA biological network approach enables researchers to keep themselves up to date with relevant literature on specialized biological topics and to make sense of the relevant large-scale microarray dataset. Also, LMMA serves as a useful tool for constructing specific biological network and experimental design. LMMA--like representations enable a systemic recognition for the specific diseases in the context of complex gene interactions and are helpful for studying the regulation of various complex biological, physiological, and pathological systems.

The significance of accumulated-data integration was appreciated by pharmacologists, and they began to look beyond the classic lock-and-key concept as a far more intricate picture of drug action became clear in the postgenomic era. The global mapping of pharmacological space uncovered promiscuity, the specific binding of a chemical to more than one target ([@bib21]). As there can be multiple keys for a single lock, in the same way, a single key can fit into multiple locks. Similarly, a ligand might interact with many targets and a target may accommodate different types of ligands. This is referred to as "polypharmacology." The concept of network biology was used to integrate data from DrugBank ([@bib22]) and OMIM ([@bib23]), an online catalog of human genes and genetic disorders to understand the industry trends, the properties of drug targets, and to study how drug targets are related to disease-gene products. In this way, when the first drug-target network was constructed, isolated and bipartite nodes were expected based on the existed one-drug/one-target/one-disease approach. Rather, the authors observed a rich network of polypharmacology interactions between drugs and their targets ([@bib24]). An overabundance of "follow-on" drugs that are drugs that target already targeted proteins was observed. This suggested a need to upgrade the single-target single-drug paradigm, as single-protein single-function relations are limited to accurately describing the reality of cellular processes.

Advances in systems biology led to the realization that complex diseases cannot be effectively treated by intervention at single proteins. This made the drug researchers accept the concept of polypharmacology which they previously thought as an undesirable property that needs to be removed or reduced to produce clean drugs acting on single-targets. According to network biology, simultaneous modulation of multiple targets is required for modifying phenotypes. Developing methods to aid polypharmacology can help to improve efficacy and predict unwanted off-target effects.

Hopkins ([@bib11], [@bib16]) observed that network biology and polypharmacology can illuminate the understanding of drug action. He introduced the term "network pharmacology." This distinctive new approach to drug discovery can enable the paradigm shift from highly specific magic bullet--based drug discovery to multitargeted drug discovery. NP has the potential to provide new treatments to multigenic complex diseases and can lead to the development of e-therapeutics where the ligand formulation can be customized for each complex indication under every disease type. This can be expanded in the future and lead to customized and personalized therapeutics. Integration of network biology and polypharmacology can tackle two major sources of attrition in drug development such as efficacy and toxicity. Also, this integration holds the promise of expanding the current opportunity space for druggable targets. Hopkins proposed NP as the next paradigm in drug discovery.

Polypharmacology expands the space in drug discovery approach. Hopkins had suggested three strategies to the designers of multitarget therapies: the first was to prescribe multiple individual medications as a multidrug combination cocktail. Patient compliance and the danger of drug--drug interactions would be the expected drawbacks of this method. The second proposition was the development of multicomponent drug formulations. The change in metabolism, bioavailability, and pharmacokinetics of formulation as well as safety would be the major concerns of this approach. The third strategy was to design a single compound with selective polypharmacology. According to Hopkins, the third method is advantageous, as it would ease the dosing studies. Also, the regulatory barriers for the single compound are fewer compared to a formulation. An excellent example of this is metformin, the first-line drug for Type II diabetes that has been found to have cancer-inhibiting properties ([@bib25]).

The following years witnessed the application research of NP by integrating network biology and polypharmacology. A computational framework, based on a regression model that integrates human protein--protein interactions, disease phenotype similarities, and known gene--phenotype associations to capture the complex relationships between phenotypes and genotypes, has been proposed. This was based on the assumption that phenotypically similar diseases are caused by functionally related genes. A tool named CIPHER (Correlating protein Interaction network and PHEnotype network to pRedict disease genes) has been developed that predicts and prioritizes disease-causing genes ([@bib26]). CIPHER helps to uncover known disease genes and predict novel susceptibility candidates. Another application of this study is to predict a human disease landscape that can be exploited to study the related genes for related phenotypes that will be clustered together in a molecular interaction network. This will facilitate the discovery of disease genes and help to analyze the cooperativity among genes. Later, CIPHER-HIT, a Hitting-Time-based method to measure global closeness between two nodes of a heterogeneous network, was developed ([@bib27]). A phenotype--genotype network can be explored using this method for detecting the genes related to a particular phenotype. A network--based gene clustering and extension were used to identify responsive gene modules in a condition--specific gene network aimed to provide useful resources to understand physiological responses **(** [@bib28] **)**.

NP was also used to develop miRNA--based biomarkers ([@bib29]). For this, a network of miRNA and their targets was constructed and further refined to study the data for specific diseases. This process integrated with literature mining was useful to develop potent miRNA markers for diseases. NP was also used to develop a drug gene--disease comodule ([@bib30]). Initially, a drug-disease network was constructed by information gathered from databases followed by the integration of gene data. The gene closeness was studied by developing a mathematical model. This network inferred the association of multiple genes for most of the diseases and target sharing of drugs and diseases. These kinds of networks give insight into new drug-disease associations and their molecular connections.

Network Ethnopharmacology {#s0025}
=========================

During the progression period of network biology, natural products were gaining importance in the chemical space of drug discovery, as these have been economically designed and synthesized by nature for the benefit of evolution ([@bib31]). Researchers began analyzing the logic behind traditional medicine systems and devised computational ways to ease the analysis. A comprehensive herbal medicine information system that was developed integrates information of more than 200 anticancer herbal recipes that have been used for the treatment of different types of cancer in the clinic, 900 individual ingredients, and 8500 small organic molecules isolated from herbal medicines ([@bib32]). This system, which was developed using an Oracle database and Internet technology, facilitates and promotes scientific research in herbal medicine. This was followed by the development of many databases that serve as a source of botanical information and a powerful tool that provides a bridge between traditional medicines and modern molecular biology. These kinds of databases and tools made the researchers conceive the idea of NP of botanicals and their formulations to understand the underlying mechanisms of traditional medicines. We refer to such networks as "ethnopharmacological networks" and the technique as "Network Ethnopharmacology (NEP)" ([@bib33]). Shao Li pioneered this endeavor and proposed this network as a tool to explain the ZHENG (syndrome of traditional Chinese medicine (TCM)) and the multiple-targets' mechanism of TCM ([@bib34]).

Li et al. tried to provide a molecular basis for 1000-year-old concept of ZHENG using a neuro-endocrine-immune (NEI) network ([@bib35]). ZHENG is the basic unit and key concept in TCM theory. It is also used as a guideline in disease classification in TCM. The HOT (HANS ZHENG in Mandarin) and COLD (RE ZHENG) are the two statuses of ZHENG which therapeutically directs the use of herbs in TCM. Chinese herbs are classified as HOT--cooling and are used to remedy HOT ZHENG and COLD--warming herbs that are used to remedy COLD ZHENG. According to the authors, hormones may be related to HOT ZHENG, immune factors may be related to COLD ZHENG, and they may be interconnected by neurotransmitters. This study provides a methodical approach to understand TCM within the framework of modern science. Later they reconstructed the NEI network by adding multilayer information including data available on the KEGG database related to signal transduction, metabolic pathways, protein--protein interactions, transcription factor, and micro RNA regulations. They also connected drugs and diseases through multilayered interactions. The study of COLD ZHENG emphasized its relation to energy metabolism, which is tightly correlated with the genes of neurotransmitters, hormones, and cytokines in the NEI interaction network ([@bib36], [@bib37]).

Another database, TCMGeneDIT, provides information about TCMs, genes, diseases, TCM effects, and TCM ingredients mined from a vast amount of biomedical literature. This would facilitate clinical research and elucidate the possible therapeutic mechanisms of TCMs and gene regulations ([@bib38]). To study the combination rule of TCM formulae, an herb network was created using 3865 collaterals-related formulae ([@bib39]). They developed a distance-based, mutual-information model (DMIM) to uncover the combination rule. DMIM uses mutual-information entropy and "between herb distance" to measure the tendency of two herbs to form an herb pair. They experimentally evaluated the combination of a few herbs for angiogenesis. Understanding the combination rule of herbs in formulae will help the modernization of traditional medicine and also help to develop a new formulae based on the current requirement. A network target--based paradigm was proposed for the first time to understand the synergistic combinations ([@bib40]), and an algorithm termed "NIMS" (network target--based identification of a multicomponent synergy) was also developed. This was a step that facilitated the development of multicomponent therapeutics using traditional wisdom. An innovative way to study the molecular mechanism of TCM was proposed during this time by integrating the TCM experimental data with microarray gene expression data ([@bib41]). As a demonstrative example, Si-Wu-Tang's formula was studied. Rather than uncovering the molecular mechanism of action, this method would help to identify new health benefits of TCMs.

The initial years of the second decade of the 21st century witnessed the network ethnopharmacological exploration of TCM formulations. The scope of this new area attracted scientists, and they hoped NEP could provide insight into multicompound drug discoveries that could help overcome the current impasse in drug discovery ([@bib42], [@bib43]). NEP was used to study the antiinflammatory mechanism of Qingfei Xiaoyan, a TCM ([@bib44]). The predicted results were used to design experiments and analyze the data. Experimental confirmation of the predicted results provides an effective strategy for the study of traditional medicines. The potential of TCM formulations as multiple compound drug candidates has been studied using TCM formulations based NP. TCM formulations studied in this way are listed in [Table 5.1](#t0010){ref-type="table"} . Construction of a database containing 19,7201 natural product structures, followed by their docking to 332 target proteins of FDA-approved drugs, shows the amount of space shared in the chemical space between natural products and FDA drugs ([@bib45]). Molecular-docking technique plays a major role in NP. The interaction of bioactives with molecular targets can be analyzed by this technique. Molecular docking--based NEP can be a useful tool to computationally elucidate the combinatorial effects of traditional medicine to intervene disease networks ([@bib46]). An approach that combines NP and pharmacokinetics has been proposed to study the material basis of TCM formulations ([@bib47]). This can be extrapolated to study other traditional medicine formulations as well.Table 5.1TCM Formulations That Were Explored Using Network PharmacologyFormulation NameObservations About Bioactive CompoundsReferencesQiShenYiQiShows antiapoptosis, antiinflammation, antioxidant, anticoagulation, energy utilization facilitation and angiogenesis promotion against myocardial infarction[@bib48]Useful against acute myocardial ischemia, and it might gain enhanced drug effect by regulating apoptosis and inflammation related pathways together[@bib49]Fufang xueshuantongAmeliorate the activation of coagulation system in thrombosis[@bib50]Gansui banxia tangModulates Hsp90α, ATP1A1, and STAT3 and combats hepatocellular carcinoma, intestinal tuberculosis, and gastrointestinal inflammation[@bib12]Bushenhuoxue formulaUseful in chronic kidney disease, as it regulates the coagulation and fibrinolytic balance, expression of inflammatory factors, and inhibits abnormal ECM accumulation[@bib51]Ge-genqin-lian decoctionUseful in Type 2 diabetes, as it increases the insulin secretion in RIN-5F cells and improves insulin resistance[@bib52]Liu-Wei-Di-Huang pillDeals with Yin deficiency of chen through PPAR signaling, progesterone-mediated oocyte maturation, adipocytokine signaling, and aldosterone-regulated sodium reabsorption[@bib53]Si-Wu-TangUseful in primary dysmenorrhea of gynecology blood stasis syndrome, as it regulates lipid metabolism (Shaofu Zhuyu decoction), amino acid metabolism (Xiangfu SWT), carbohydrate metabolism (THSWT), ErbB, and VEGF signal transduction pathway (Qinlian SWT)[@bib54]Useful in climacteric syndrome, blood deficiency, as it regulates TGFβ signaling, pathway, oxidative stress--induced gene expression via Nrf2, and upregulates VEGFα expression[@bib55]Useful in women's diseases through regulation of Nrf2-mediated oxidative stress response pathways, upregulation of Nrf2-regulated genes, increases an antioxidant-response element activity, phytoestrogenic effect[@bib41]Taohong Siwu decoctionUseful in osteoarthritis, as it inhibits MMP expression, reduces local ILs, ADAMTS-4, TNFα, iNOS, COX, VDR, PPARγ, CDK2, HO-1 pathways[@bib56]Qingfei-Xiaoyan WanUseful in inflammation of respiratory system, asthma through reduction in the infiltration of cytokines through ERK1, and five inflammatory pathways[@bib44]Buchang NaoxintongDeals with coronary heart disease and stroke by targeting APOB, APOE, APOA1, LPL, LDLR[@bib57]Bushen Zhuanggu formulaUsed against metastatic breast cancer, as it regulates OPG/RANKL/RANK system, TGFβ, COX-2, EGFR pathway[@bib47]Qing-Luo-YinUsed against rheumatoid arthritis, as it regulates angiogenesis, inflammatory responses, and immune response pathways[@bib12]Used against rheumatoid arthritis with cold patterns, as it regulates nitrogen metabolism, PXR/RXR activation, linoleic acid metabolism, and metabolism of xenobiotics by CYP[@bib43]Zhike Chuanbei Pipa Dropping PillUseful in airway inflammation and asthma, as it regulates the Toll-like receptor, TGFβ, MAPK, HSP 90-α pathways, and inhibits NF-κB[@bib133]Fufang Danshen formulaUseful in cardiovascular diseases, as it regulates PPARγ, ACE, KCNJ11, KCNQ1, ABCC8 pathways[@bib58]Realgar-Indigo naturalis formulaUsed against acute promyelocytic leukemia, as it regulates ubiquitination/degradation of promyelocytic leukemia--retinoic acid receptor α oncoprotein, stronger reprogramming of myeloid differentiation regulators, and enhanced G1/G0 arrest in APL cells[@bib59]*Panax notoginseng*Useful in cardiovascular disease, as it targets various receptors and transcriptional factors that influence various types of cells in their proliferation, differentiation, migration and secretion, and prevents or inhibits early events of CVDs[@bib54]Xuesaitong injectionUsed against myocardial infarction, as it modulates ErbB, MAPK, VEGF, and Wnt pathways[@bib60]*Panax notoginseng*/*Salvia miltiorrhiza*Useful in cardiovascular disease[@bib61]Shenmai injectionUsed against myocardial ischemia, as it upregulates SPP1, TNC, FST, ITGA11, COMP and downregulates INHBC, ACTN3, PPARα, FGF7, and GP5[@bib62]Da Chuanxiong formulaUseful in migraine and nervous headache, as it dispels wind pathogens and dissipates blood stasis[@bib63]Danggui/ChuanxiongMaintains blood stasis by nourishing and tonifying blood, activates blood circulation and dissolves blood stasis, regulates menstruations, and relieves pain[@bib64]Zhi-Zi-Da-Huang decoctionAntioxidant effect helps to treat alcoholic liver disease through regulation of enzymes, cytochrome P450 2E1 (CYP2E1), and xanthine oxidase (XO)[@bib65]Diesun MiaofangUsed in treatment of traumatic injury and activates blood, removes stasis, promotes qi circulation, and relieves pain[@bib66]Buyang Huanwu decoctionQi deficiency and blood-stasis diseases targeted through COX-2 and PPAR-gamma; potentially useful in cancer treatment[@bib67]Modified SimiaowanUseful in gout diseases and acts through 30 core ingredients in MSW and 25 inflammatory cytokines and uric acid synthetase or transporters[@bib68]8 formulations for CHD1588 ingredients from 36 herbs used in 8 core formulae for the treatment of coronary heart disease[@bib69]herb Folium EriobotryaeUseful in inflammation, and acts through regulation of 43 inflammation-associated proteins, including especially COX2, ALOX5, PPARG, TNF, and RELA[@bib70]Rhubarb on renal fibrosisUseful in renal fibrosis through bioactives like rhein, emodin, catechin, and epicatechin[@bib71]Fructus Schisandrae chinensisShows protective activity toward hepatocyte injury by targeting GBA3/SHBGin hepatocytes[@bib72]Ejiao slurryRegulates cancer cell differentiation, growth, proliferation, and apoptosis, and shows an adjuvant therapeutic effect that enriches the blood and increases immunity[@bib73]Xiao-Chaihu Decoction and Da Chaihu-DecoctionXCHD treats diseases accompanying symptoms of alternating fever and chills, no desire for food or drink, and dry pharynx, while DCHD treats those with symptoms of fullness, pain in abdomen, and constipation.[@bib74]Dragon's bloodUsed in colitis and acts through interaction with 26 putative targets[@bib75]

In cancer research, numerous natural products have been demonstrated to have anticancer potential. Natural products are gaining attraction in anticancer research, as they show a favorable profile in terms of absorption and metabolism in the body with low toxicity. In a study all of the known bioactives were docked for their property to interact with 104 cancer targets ([@bib76]). It was inferred that many bioactives are targeting multiple protein targets and thus are linked to many types of cancers. NP coupled to sophisticated spectroscopical analysis such as ultra-performance liquid chromatography--electrospray, ionization--tandem mass spectroscopy (UPLC-ESI-MS/MS) is a useful approach to study the absolute molecular mechanism of action of botanical formulations based on their constituent bioactives ([@bib75]). Bioactive--target analysis has shown that some of the botanical formulations are more effective than their corresponding marketed drug--target interactions ([@bib77]). This indicates the potential of NP to better understand the power of botanical formulations and to develop efficient and economical treatment options. The holistic approach of botanical formulations can be better explained by NP. A study has reported this property by exemplifying a TCM formulation against viral infectious disease ([@bib78]). Not only does the formulation target the proteins in the viral infection cycle, but it also regulates the proteins of the host defense system; thus, it acts in a very distinctive manner. This unique property of formulations is highly efficient for strengthening the broad and nonspecific antipathogenic actions. Thus, network-based, multitarget drugs can be developed by testing the efficacy of the formulation, identifying, and isolating the major bioactives and redeveloping a multicomponent therapeutic using the major bioactives based on synergism ([@bib25]).

NP also serves to document and analyze the clinical prescriptions of traditional medicine practitioners ([@bib79]). A traditional medicine network that links bioactives to clinical symptoms through targets and diseases is a novel way to explore the basic principles of traditional medicines ([@bib80]).

Traditional Medicine Inspired Ethnopharmacological Networks {#s0030}
===========================================================

The network-based approaches provide a systematic platform for the study of multicomponent traditional medicine and has applications for its beneficial modernization. This platform not only recovers traditional knowledge, but it also provide new findings that can be used for resolving current problems in the drug industry ([@bib12]). This section explains a handful of ethnopharmacological networks that were developed to understand the scientific rationale of traditional medicine.

Dragon's blood (DB) tablets, which are made of resins from *Dracaena* spp., *Daemonorops* spp., *Croton* spp., and *Pterocarpus* spp., is an effective TCM for the treatment of colitis. In a study, an NP-based approach was adopted to provide new insights relating to the active constituents and molecular mechanisms underlying the effects of DB ([@bib75]). The constituent chemicals of the formulation were identified using an ultra-performance liquid chromatography-electrospray ionization-tandem mass spectrometry method. The known targets of those identified 48 compounds were mined from literature and putative targets that were predicted with the help of computational tools. The compounds were further screened for bioavailability followed by the systematic analysis of the known and putative targets for colitis. The network evaluation revealed the mechanism of action of DB bioactives for colitis through the modulation of the proteins of the NOD-like receptor signaling pathway ([Fig. 5.1](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} ).Figure 5.1Putative DB targets-known colitis therapeutic targets protein--protein interaction (PPI) network: (A) The network between all targets and other human proteins. (B) The network of hub proteins in network (A). (C) The network of the major putative DB targets and the major known colitis therapeutic targets in network (B). Yellow spherical nodes indicate the putative targets; pink spherical nodes indicate the known therapeutic targets; purple spherical nodes indicate other human proteins that interact with putative targets or known therapeutic targets. Red edges in (C) indicate the PPIs of targets involved in the NOD--like receptor signaling pathway.Source: From Xu H, Zhang Y, Lei Y, Gao X, Zhai H, Lin N, et al. A systems biology-based approach to uncovering the molecular mechanisms underlying the effects of dragon's blood tablet in colitis, involving the integration of chemical analysis, ADME prediction, and network pharmacology. PLoS One. 2014;9:e101432.

The antioxidant mechanism of Zhi-Zi-Da-Huang decoction as an approach to treat alcohol liver disease was elucidated using NP ([@bib40], [@bib65]). An endothelial cell proliferation assay was performed for an antiangiogenic alkaloid, sinomenine, to validate the Network target--based Identification of Multicomponent Synergy (NIMS) predictions. The study was aimed at evaluating the synergistic relationship between different pairs of therapeutics, and sinomenine was found to have a maximum inhibition rate with matrine, both through the network and in vitro studies. The discovery of bioactives and elucidation of the mechanism of action of the herbal formulae, Qing-Luo-Yin and the Liu-Wei-Di-Huang pill, using NP, has given insight to the design validation experiments that accelerated the process of drug discovery ([@bib81]). Validation experiments based on the network findings regarding Cold ZHENG and Hot ZHENG on a rat model of collagen--induced arthritis showed that the Cold ZHENG--oriented herbs tend to affect the hub nodes in the Cold ZHENG network, and the Hot ZHENG-oriented herbs tend to affect the hub nodes in the Hot ZHENG network ([@bib35]).

NP was used to explain the addition and subtraction theory of TCM. Two decoctions: Xiao Chaihu and Da Chaihu were studied using NP approach to investigate this theory. According to the addition and subtraction theory, the addition or removal of one or more ingredients from a traditional formulation resulted in a modified formula that plays a vital role in individualized medicine. Compounds from additive herbs were observed to be more efficient on disease--associated targets ([Fig. 5.2](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} ). These additive compounds were found to act on 93 diseases through 65 drug targets ([@bib74]). Experimental verification of the antithrombotic network of Fufang Xueshuantong (FXST) capsule was done through in vivo studies on lipopolysaccharide--induced disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC) rat model. It was successfully shown that FXST significantly improves the activation of the coagulation system through 41 targets from four herbs ([@bib50]). NP analysis of the Bushenhuoxue formula showed that six components---Rhein, Tanshinone IIA, Curcumin, Quercetin and Calycosin---Acted through 62 targets for the treatment of chronic kidney disease. These predictions were validated using unilateral ureteral obstruction models, and it was observed that even though the individual botanicals showed a significant decrease in creatinine levels, the combination showed lower blood creatinine and urea nitrogen levels ([@bib51]). The antidiabetic effects of Ge-Gen-Qin-Lian decoction were investigated using an insulin secretion assay, and an insulin--resistance model using 13 of the 19 ingredients showed antidiabetic activity using NP studies ([@bib52]). To confirm the predictions of the network of Liu-Wei-Di-Huang pill, four proteins---PPARG, RARA, CCR2, and ESR1---that denote different functions and are targeted by different groups of ingredients were chosen. The interactions between various bioactives and their effect on the expression of the proteins showed that the NP approach can accurately predict these interactions, giving hints regarding the mechanism of action of the compounds ([@bib53]). Experimental results confirmed that the 30 core ingredients in Modified Simiaowan, obtained through network analysis, significantly increased HUVEC viability and attenuated the expression of ICAM-1 and proved to be effective in gout treatment ([@bib68]). The role of anthraquinone and flavanols (catechin and epicatechin) in the therapeutic potential of rhubarb in renal interstitial fibrosis was examined using network analysis and by conventional assessment involving serum biochemistry, histopathological, and immunohistochemical assays ([@bib71]). In silico analysis and experimental validation demonstrated that compound 11/12 of fructus Schisandrae chinensis targets GBA3/SHBG ([@bib72]).Figure 5.2Drug--target network depicting the addition and subtraction theory of TCM. Drug--target interactions are shown as connecting lines between drugs (compounds, triangles) and targets (circles). The black nodes (circles) represent targets that are targeted by all the herbs of the formulation. Drugs belonging to individual herbs are highlighted in purple and green backgrounds.Source: From Li B, Tao W, Zheng C, Shar PA, Huang C, Fu Y, et al. Systems pharmacology-based approach for dissecting the addition and subtraction theory of traditional Chinese medicine: An example using Xiao-Chaihu-Decoction and Da-Chaihu-Decoction. Comput. Biol. Med. Elsevier; 2014;53C:19--29.

NP is a valuable method to study the synergistic effects of bioactives of traditional medicine formulation. This was experimentally shown on the Sendeng-4 formulation for rheumatoid arthritis ([Fig. 5.3](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} ). Data and network analysis have shown that the formulation acts synergistically through nine categories of targets ([@bib82]). Another network that studied three botanicals, *Salviae miltiorrhizae, Ligusticum chuanxiong*, and *Panax notoginseng* for Coronary Artery Disease (CAD), displayed their mode of action through 67 targets, out of which 13 are common among the botanicals ([Fig. 5.4](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} ). These common targets are associated with thrombosis, dyslipidemia, vasoconstriction, and inflammation ([@bib83]). This gives insight to how these botanicals are managing CAD.Figure 5.3The chemical composition-target interaction network of Sendeng-4. The yellow nodes represent chemical components and the blue nodes represent targets. The edges represent interactions.Source: From Zi, T., Yu, D., 2015. A network pharmacology study of Sendeng-4, a Mongolian medicine. Chin. J. Nat. Med. 13, 108--118.Figure 5.4Network of three botanicals for Coronary Artery Disease (CAD).Source: From Zhou, W., Wang, Y., 2014. A network-based analysis of the types of coronary artery disease from traditional Chinese medicine perspective: potential for therapeutics and drug discovery. J. Ethnopharmacol. 151, 66--77.

Another approach using NP is the construction of networks based on experimental data followed by literature mining. This method is very effective for large space data analysis, which will help to derive the mechanism of action of the formulation. A network of QiShenYiQi formulation having cardioprotective effects, constructed based on the microarray data and the published literature, showed that 9 main compounds were found to act through 16 pathways, out of which 9 are immune and inflammation-related ([@bib48]). The mechanism of action for the Bushen Zhuanggu formulation was proposed based on LC-MS/MS standardization, pharmacokinetic analysis, and NP ([@bib47]). The efficacy of Shenmai injection was evaluated using a rat model of myocardial infarction, genome-wide transcriptomic experiment, and then followed by a NP analysis. The overall trends in the ejection fraction and fractional shortening were consistent with the network--recovery index (NRI) from the network ([@bib62]).

Knowledge Bases for Network Ethnopharmacology {#s0035}
=============================================

In order to develop an ethnopharmacological network, exploring the existing databases to gather information regarding bioactives and targets is the first step. Further information such as target-related diseases, tissue distribution and pathways are also to be collected depending on the type of study that is going to be undertaken. The Universal Natural Products Database (UNPD) ([@bib45]) is one of the major databases that provides bioactives information. Other databases that provide information regarding bioactives include CVDHD ([@bib84]), TCMSP ([@bib85]), TCM\@Taiwan ([@bib86]), SuperNatural ([@bib87]), and Dr. Dukes's phytochemical and ethnobotanical database ([@bib88]). The molecular structures of bioactives are usually stored as "SD" files and chemical information as smiles and inchkeys in these databases. Any of these file formats can be used as inputs to identify the targets in protein information databases. Binding database or "Binding DB" ([@bib89]) and ChEMBL ([@bib90]) are databases for predicting target proteins. Binding DB searches the exact or similar compounds in the database and retrieves the target information of those compounds. The similarity search gives the structurally similar compounds with respect to the degree of similarity as scores to the queried structure. The information regarding both annotated and predicted targets can be collected in this way. This database is connected to numerous databases, and these connections can be used to extract further information regarding the targets. The important databases linked to binding DB are UniProt ([@bib91]), which gives information related to proteins and genes; Reactome, a curated pathway database ([@bib92]); and the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG), a knowledge base for systematic analysis of gene functions and pathways ([@bib93]).

Therapeutic Targets Database (TTD) ([@bib94]) gives fully referenced information of targeted diseases of proteins, their pathway information, and the corresponding drug directed to each target. Disease and Gene Annotation (DGA), a database that provides a comprehensive and integrative annotation of human genes in disease networks, is useful in identifying the disease type that each indication belongs to ([@bib95]). The human protein atlas (HPA) database ([@bib96]) is an open database showing the spatial distribution of proteins in 44 different normal human tissues. The information of the distribution of proteins in tissues can be gathered from HPA. The database also gives information regarding subcellular localization and protein class. An overall review of the methods to implement NP for herbs and herbal formulations is also available, including a systematic review of the databases that one could use for the same ([@bib14], [@bib97]).

Integration of knowledge bases helps data gathering for network pharmacological studies, and its knowledge base shows the inter-relationships among these databases ([Fig. 5.5](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} ) ([@bib98]). The counts of entities, such as bioactives, targets, and diseases, can vary based on the knowledge bases that are relied on for data collection. An integration of knowledge bases can overcome this limitation. Another factor that affects the counts of these entities is the time frame for data collection. This change occurs due to the ongoing, periodic updates of the databases.Figure 5.5Database relationship network.Source: From Yang, M., Chen, J.-L., Xu, L.-W., Ji, G., 2013. Navigating traditional Chinese medicine network pharmacology and computational tools. Evid. Based Complement Alternat. Med. 2013: 731969.

Network Construction {#s0040}
====================

A network is the schematic representation of the interaction among various entities called nodes. In pharmacological networks, the nodes include bioactives, targets, tissue, tissue types, disease, disease types, and pathways. These nodes are connected by lines termed edges, which represent the relationship between them ([@bib99]). Building a network involves two opposite approaches: a bottom-up approach on the basis of established biological knowledge and a top-down approach starting with the statistical analysis of available data. At a more detailed level, there are several ways to build and illustrate a biological network. Perhaps the most versatile and general way is the *de novo* assembly of a network from direct experimental or computational interactions, e.g., chemical/gene/protein screens. Networks encompassing biologically relevant nodes (genes, proteins, metabolites), their connections (biochemical and regulatory), and modules (pathways and functional units) give an authentic idea of the real biological phenomena ([@bib100]).

Cytoscape, a Java-based open source software platform ([@bib101]), is a useful tool for visualizing molecular interaction networks and integrating them with any type of attribute data. In addition to the basic set of features for data integration, analysis, and visualization, additional features are available in the form of apps, including network and molecular profiling analysis and links with other databases. In addition to Cytoscape, a number of visualization tools are available. Visual network pharmacology (VNP) ([@bib102]), which is specially designed to visualize the complex relationships among diseases, targets, and drugs, mainly contains three functional modules: drug-centric, target-centric, and disease-centric VNP. This disease-target-drug database documents known connections among diseases, targets, and the USFDA-approved drugs. Users can search the database using disease, target, or drug name strings; chemical structures and substructures; or protein sequence similarity, and then obtain an online interactive network view of the retrieved records. In the obtained network view, each node is a disease, target, or drug, and each edge is a known connection between two of them. The Connectivity Map, or the CMap tool, allows the user to compare gene-expression profiles. The similarities or differences in the signature transcriptional expression profile and the small molecule transcriptional response profile may lead to the discovery of the mode of action of the small molecule. The response profile is also compared to response profiles of drugs in the CMap database with respect to the similarity of transcriptional responses. A network is constructed and the drugs that appear closest to the small molecule are selected to have better insight into the mode of action.

Other software, such as Gephi, an exploration platform for networks and complex systems, and Cell Illustrator, a Java-based tool specialized in biological processes and systems, can also be used for building networks ([@bib102]).

Ayurveda and Network Ethnopharmacology {#s0045}
======================================

Ayurveda, the Indian traditional medicine, offers many sophisticated formulations that have been used for hundreds of years. The Traditional Knowledge Digital Library (TKDL, <http://www.tkdl.res.in>) contains more than 36,000 classical Ayurveda formulations. Approximately 100 of these are popularly used at the community level and also as over-the-counter products. Some of these drugs continue to be used as home remedies for preventive and primary health care in India. Until recently, no research was carried out to explore Ayurvedic wisdom using NP despite Ayurveda holding a rich knowledge of traditional medicine equal to or greater than TCM. Our group examined the use of NP to study Ayurvedic formulations with the well-known Ayurvedic formulation Triphala as a demonstrable example ([@bib103], [@bib104]).

In this chapter, we demonstrate the application of NP in understanding and exploring the traditional wisdom with Triphala as a model.

Network Ethnopharmacology of Triphala {#s0050}
=====================================

Triphala is one of the most popular and widely used Ayurvedic formulations. Triphala contains fruits of three myrobalans: *Emblica officinalis* (EO; Amalaki) also known as *Phyllanthus emblica*; *Terminalia bellerica* (TB; Vibhitaka); and *Terminalia chebula* (TC; Haritaki).

Triphala is the drug of choice for the treatment of several diseases, especially those of metabolism, dental, and skin conditions, and treatment of cancer ([@bib105]). It has a very good effect on the health of heart, skin, eyes, and helps to delay degenerative changes, such as cataracts ([@bib106]). Triphala can be used as an inexpensive and nontoxic natural product for the prevention and treatment of diseases where vascular endothelial growth factor A--induced angiogenesis is involved ([@bib107]). The presence of numerous polyphenolic compounds empowers it with a broad antimicrobial spectrum ([@bib108]).

Triphala is a constituent of about 1500 Ayurveda formulations and it can be used for several diseases. Triphala combats degenerative and metabolic disorders possibly through lipid peroxide inhibition and free radical scavenging ([@bib109]). In a phase I clinical trial on healthy volunteers, immunostimulatory effects of Triphala on cytotoxic T cells and natural killer cells have been reported ([@bib110]). Triphala is shown to induce apoptosis in tumor cells of the human pancreas, in both in vitro and in vivo models ([@bib111]). Although the anticancer properties of Triphala have been studied, the exact mechanism of action is still not known. The beneficial role of Triphala in disease management of proliferative vitreoretinopathy has also been reported ([@bib112]). One of the key ingredients of Triphala is Amalaki. Some studies have already shown the beneficial effect of Amalaki Rasayana to suppress neurodegeneration in fly models of Huntington's and Alzheimer's diseases ([@bib113], [@bib114]). Triphala is an effective medicine to balance all three Dosha. It is considered as a good rejuvenator Rasayana, which facilitates nourishment to all tissues, or Dhatu.

Here we demonstrate the multidimensional properties of Triphala using human proteome, diseasome, and microbial proteome targeting networks.

Triphala Bioactives {#s0055}
===================

The botanicals of Triphala---EO, TB, and TC---contain 114, 25, and 63 bioactives, respectively, according to UNPD data collected during June 2015. Of these, a few bioactives are common among the three botanicals. Thus, Triphala formulation as a whole contains 177 bioactives. Out of these, 36 bioactives were Score-1, based on Binding DB search carried out during June 2015. EO, TB, and TC contain 20, 4, and 20 Score-1 bioactives, respectively ([Fig. 5.6](#f0035){ref-type="fig"} ). The Score-1 bioactives that are common among three plants are chebulanin, ellagic acid, gallussaeure, 1,6-digalloyl-beta-[d]{.smallcaps}-glucopiranoside, methyl gallate, and tannic acid. This bioactive information is the basic step toward constructing human proteome and microbial proteome targeting networks.Figure 5.6Bioactive network of Triphala. Dark green versus are the botanicals of Triphala and oval nodes are the bioactives where green represents Score 1 bioactives.

Human Proteome and Diseasome Targeting Network of Triphala {#s0060}
==========================================================

Thirty-six Score-1 bioactives of Triphala are shown to interact with 60 human protein targets in 112 combinations ([Fig. 5.7](#f0040){ref-type="fig"} ). Quercetin, ellagic acid, 1,2,3,4,6-pentagalloylglucose and 1,2,3,6-tetrakis-(*O*-galloyl)-beta-[d]{.smallcaps}-glucose are the four bioactives that interact with the maximum number of targets: 21, 16, and 7, respectively. The other major bioactives that have multitargeting property include catechin; epicatechin; gallocatechin; kaempferol; and trans-3,3',4',5,7-pentahydroxylflavane. The major protein targets of Triphala include alkaline phosphatase (ALPL); carbonic anhydrase 7 (CA7); coagulation factor X (F10), DNA repair protein RAD51 homolog 1 (RAD51); GSTM1 protein (GSTM1); beta-secretase 1 (BACE1); plasminogen activator inhibitor 1 (SERPINE1), prothrombin (F2); regulator of G-protein signaling (RGS) 4, 7, and 8, tissue-type plasminogen activator (PLAT); and tyrosine-protein phosphatase nonreceptor type 2 (PTPN2).Figure 5.7Bioactive--target network of Triphala. Dark green versus are the botanicals of Triphala and oval nodes are the bioactives where green represents score 1 bioactives. Blue diamonds denote targets.

The 60 targets of Triphala are associated with 24 disease types, which include 130 disease indications ([Fig. 5.8](#f0045){ref-type="fig"} ). The major disease types in which Triphala targets are associated include cancers, cardiovascular diseases, nervous system diseases, and metabolic diseases. Analysis of existing data indicates that targets of Triphala bioactives are involved in the 40 different types of cancers making it the largest group of diseases, involving Triphala targets. This linkage is through the interaction of 25 bioactives and 27 target proteins in 46 different bioactive--target combinations. The types of cancers which are networked by Triphala include pancreatic, prostate, breast, lung, colorectal and gastric cancers, tumors, and more. Quercetin, ellagic acid, prodelphinidin A1, and 1,2,3-benzenetriol are the important bioactives; and RAD51, BACE1, F2, MMP2, IGF1R, and EGFR are the important targets that play a role in cancer. Figure 5.8The human proteome and diseasome targeting network of Triphala. Dark green versus are the botanicals of Triphala and oval green nodes are the score1 bioactives. Targets are represented by blue diamond nodes, red triangle nodes depict diseases, and orange octagons indicate disease types.

Triphala shows links to 18 indications of cardiovascular diseases through 12 bioactives and 11 targets. The cardiovascular diseases that are covered in the Triphala network include atherosclerosis, myocardial ischemia, infarction, cerebral vasospasm, thrombosis, and hypertension. The bioactives playing a major role in cardiovascular diseases are quercetin, 1,2,3,4,6-pentagalloyoglucose, 1,2,3,6-tetrakis-(*O*-galloyl)-beta-[d]{.smallcaps}-glucose, bellericagenin A1, and prodelphinidin A1, whereas the targets playing an important role are SERPINE1, F10, F2, and FABP4.

Triphala's network to nervous system disorders contains 13 diseases in which the significant ones are Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease, diabetic neuropathy, and retinopathy. In this subnetwork, 14 bioactives interact with 11 targets through 21 different interactions. Quercetin, 1,2,3,4,6-pentagalloyoglucose, 1,2,3,6-tetrakis-(*O*-galloyl)-beta-[d]{.smallcaps}-glucose, and epigallocatechin-3-gallate are the most networked bioactives whereas the most networked targets are BACE1, SERPINE1, PLAT, ALDR, CA2.

The association of Triphala with metabolic disorders is determined by six bioactives that interact with seven targets. The major metabolic diseases come in this link are obesity, diabetic complications, noninsulin-dependent diabetes, hypercholesterolemia, hyperlipidemia, and more. The bioactives having more interactions with targets are ellagic acid, quercetin, and bellericagenin A1, whereas the highly networked targets are IGF1R, FABP5, ALDR, and AKR1B1. Triphala bioactives are also linked to targets of other diseases comprising autoimmune diseases, ulcerative colitis, McCune--Albright syndrome, psoriasis, gout, osteoarthritis, endometriosis, lung fibrosis, glomerulonephritis, and more.

The proteome-targeting network of Triphala, thus, shows its ability to synergistically modulate 60 targets that are associated with 130 disease indications. This data is generated with the available information that included only one-fifth of the total number of bioactives. Further logical analysis and experimental studies based on the network result are needed to explore the in-depth mechanism of action of Triphala. For researchers in this area, these kind of networks can give an immense amount of information that can be developed further to reveal the real mystery behind the actions of traditional medicine.

Microbial Proteome Targeting Network of Triphala {#s0065}
================================================

Triphala is also referred to as a "tridoshic rasayana," as it balances the three constitutional elements of life. It tonifies the gastrointestinal tract, improves digestion, and is known to exhibit antiviral, antibacterial, antifungal, and antiallergic properties ([@bib108], [@bib115], [@bib116]). Triphala Mashi (mashi: black ash) was found to have nonspecific antimicrobial activity, as it showed a dose-dependent inhibition of Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria ([@bib117]). Hydroalcoholic, aqueous, and ether extracts of the three fruits of Triphala were reported to show antibacterial activity against uropathogens with a maximum drug efficacy recorded by the alcoholic extract ([@bib118], [@bib119]). The methanolic extract of Triphala showed the presence of 10 active compounds using GC-MS and also showed potent antibacterial and antifungal activity ([@bib115]).

Triphala has been well studied for its antimicrobial activity against Gram-positive bacteria, Gram-negative bacteria, fungal species, and different strains of *Salmonella typhi* ([@bib115], [@bib116], [@bib120], [@bib121]). Triphala showed significant antimicrobial activity against *Enterococcus faecalis* and *Streptococcus mutans* grown on tooth substrate thereby making it a suitable agent for prevention of dental plaque ([@bib122], [@bib123]). The application of Triphala in commercial antimicrobial agents has been explored. A significant reduction in the colony forming units of oral streptococci was observed after 6% Triphala was incorporated in a mouthwash formulation ([@bib124]). An ointment prepared from Triphala (10% (w/w)) showed significant antibacterial and wound healing activity in rats infected with *Staphylococcus aureus*, *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*, and *Streptococcus pyogenes* ([@bib125]). The antiinfective network of Triphala sheds light on the efficacy of the formulation in the simultaneous targeting of multiple microorganisms. Also, this network provides information regarding some novel bioactive--target combinations that can be explored to combat the problem of multidrug resistance.

Among the bioactives of Triphala, 24 Score-1 bioactives target microbial proteins of 22 microorganisms. The botanicals of Triphala-EO, TB, and TC- contain 19, 3, and 8 Score1 bioactives respectively which showed interactions with microbial proteins. They act through modulation of 35 targets which are associated with diseases such as Leishmaniasis, malaria, tuberculosis, hepatitis C, acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), cervical cancer, candidiasis, luminous vibriosis, yersiniosis, skin and respiratory infections, severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), avian viral infection, bacteremia, sleeping sickness, and anthrax ([Fig. 5.9](#f0050){ref-type="fig"} ). The microorganisms captured in the Triphala antiinfective network includes candida albicans, hepatitis C virus, human immunodeficiency virus 1, human papillomavirus type 16, human SARS coronavirus leishmania amazonensis, *Mycobacterium tuberculosis*, *staphylococcus aureus*, *Plasmodium falciparum*, and *Yersinia enterocolitica*.Figure 5.9The microbial proteome--targeting network of Triphala. Dark green verus are the botanicals of Triphala and oval green nodes are the Score1 bioactives. Targets, diseases, and microorganisms are represented by blue diamond nodes, red triangle nodes, and pink octagon nodes, respectively.

In Mycobacterium tuberculosis, dTDP-4-dehydrorhamnose 3,5-epimerase RmlC is one of the four enzymes involved in the synthesis of dTDP-[l]{.smallcaps}-rhamnose, a precursor of [l]{.smallcaps}-rhamnose ([@bib126]). The network shows that Triphala has the potential to modulate the protein through four bioactives such as punicalins, terflavin B, 4-*O*-(S)-flavogallonyl-6-*O*-galloyl-beta-[d]{.smallcaps}-glucopyranose, and 4,6-*O*-(S,S)-gallagyl-alpha/beta-[d]{.smallcaps}-glucopyranose. Research on new therapeutics that target the mycobacterial cell wall is in progress. Rhamnosyl residues play a structural role in the mycobacterial cell wall by acting as a linker connecting arabinogalactin polymer to peptidoglycan and are not found in humans, which gives them a degree of therapeutic potential ([@bib127]). Triphala can be considered in this line to develop novel antimycobacterial drugs.

The network shows the potential of gallussaeure and 3-galloylgallic acid to modulate human immunodeficiency virus type 1 reverse transcriptase. Inhibition of human immunodeficiency virus at the initial stage itself is crucial and thus, targeting human immunodeficiency virus type 1 reverse transcriptase, at the preinitiation stage is considered to be an effective therapy. Protein E6 of human papillomavirus 16 (HPV16) prevents apoptosis of infected cells by binding to FADD and caspase 8 and hence being targeted for development of antiviral drugs ([@bib128]). Kaempferol of Triphala is found to target protein E6 of HPV16, which is a potential mechanism to control the replication of the virus.

The network also shows Triphala's potential to act on *Plasmodium falciparum.* Enoyl-acyl carrier protein reductase (ENR) has been investigated as an attractive target due to its important role in membrane construction and energy production in *Plasmodium falciparum* ([@bib129]) while the parasite interacts with human erythrocyte spectrin and other membrane proteins through protein M18 aspartyl aminopeptidase ([@bib130]). Trans-3,3',4',5,7-pentahydroxylflavane, epigallocatechin, and epicatechin can modulate both while epigallocatechin 3-gallate can regulate Enoyl-acyl carrier protein reductase and, Quercetin and vanillic acid can act on M18 aspartyl aminopeptidase. Epigallocatechin 3-gallate can also target 3-oxoacyl-acyl-carrier protein reductase which is a potent therapeutic target because of its role in type II fatty acid synthase pathway of *Plasmodium falciparum* ([@bib131]).

Epigallocatechin 3-gallate and Quercetin are the bioactives that have shown maximum antimicrobial targets interaction. While Epigallocatechin 3-gallate shows interaction with 3-oxoacyl-(Acyl-carrier protein) reductase, CpG DNA methylase, Enoyl-acyl-carrier protein reductase, Glucose-6-phosphate 1-dehydrogenase, hepatitis C virus serine protease, NS3/NS4A and YopH of *Plasmodium falciparum, Saccharomyces cerevisiae*, and *Spiroplasma monobiae*; Quercetin acts on 3C-like proteinase (3CL-PRO), arginase, beta-lactamase AmpC, glutathione reductase, M18 aspartyl aminopeptidase, malate dehydrogenase and tyrosine-protein kinase transforming protein FPS of *Escherichia coli*, Fujinami sarcoma virus, human SARS coronavirus (SARS-CoV), *Leishmania amazonensis*, *Plasmodium falciparum*, *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*, and *Thermus thermophiles*.

Applications of Network Pharmacology {#s0070}
====================================

NP has gained impetus as a novel paradigm for drug discovery. This approach using in silico data is fast becoming popular due to its cost efficiency and comparably good predictability. Thus, network analysis has various applications and promising future prospects with regard to the process of drug discovery and development. [Table 5.2](#t0015){ref-type="table"} lists the important applications of NP.Table 5.2Applications of Network PharmacologyTraditional medicine•Scientific evidence for use of Ayurvedic medicine•Understanding the rationale of traditional formulations•Understanding the mechanism of action of Ayurvedic medicines•Safety and efficacy of Ayurvedic medicines•Possible substitutes for endangered botanicals•Network-based designing and prescribing of plant formulations•Analysis of multiple bioactives, studying synergistic action•Botanical biomarkers for quality controlPharmacology•To develop new leads from natural products•Understanding the mechanism of action of drugs•Determining the possible side effects of drugs•Predicting new indications•Predicting toxicity•Predicting possible drug--drug interactions•Rational design of drugs based on group of interacting proteins•Drug repurposingDrug research•Identifying novel drug targets•Reduced cost and time through in silico evaluation•Understanding the signaling pathway of disease types•Designing experiments based on drugs and targets•Therapeutics for multigene-dependent diseases•Discovery of disease-causing genes•Diagnostic biomarkers•Studying drug resistance or antibiotic resistance

Limitations and Solutions {#s0075}
=========================

NP has proven to be a boon for drug research, and that helps in the revival of traditional knowledge. Albeit there are a few limitations of using NP for studying traditional medicine that would hopefully get resolved in the future. The major limitations and possible solutions are listed:1.NEP currently relies on various databases for literature and bioactive mining. Databases, though curated, may show discrepancies due to numerous sources of information, theoretical, and experimental data. Moreover, the botanicals that undergo certain preparatory procedures during the formulation of the medicine may have its constituents that have chemically changed due to the procedures; like boiling, acid/alkali reactions, interactions between the bioactives, etc. A way to navigate around this problem is to make use of modern, high-throughput chemical identification techniques like ultra-performance liquid chromatography--electrospray ionization--tandem mass spectroscopy (UPLC-ESI-MS/MS). This technique will help to identify the exact bioactives or the chemical constituents of the formulation, and will enrich the subsequent NEP studies. This is because the bioactives form the foundation of any traditional medicine network.2.Absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion, and toxic effects (ADMET) parameters associated with the bioactives/formulation when they are administered in the form of the medicine need to be considered in order to extrapolate in silico and cheminformatics data to in vitro and in vivo models. In silico tools that offer the prediction of these parameters can be depended on for this. But traditional medicines are generally accompanied by a vehicle for delivery of the medicine. These vehicles, normally various solvents---water, milk, lemon juice, butter, ghee (clarified butter), honey---that alter the solubility of the bioactives, play a role in regulating ADMET parameters. Experimental validation studies are required to evaluate this principle of traditional medicine.3.Target identification usually relies on a single or a few databases due to the limited availability of databases with free access. This can occasionally give incomplete results. Also, there may be novel targets waiting to be discovered that could be a part of the mechanism of action of the bioactives. To deal with this discrepancy in the network, multiple databases should be considered for target identification. Integration of databases serving similar functions can also be a solution for this problem. In addition to this, experimental validation of the target molecules using protein--protein interaction studies or gene expression studies will provide concrete testimony to the network predictions.4.A number of traditional medicines act through multiple bioactives and targets. Synergy in botanical drugs helps to balance out the extreme pharmacological effects that individual bioactives may have. The interactions of bioactives with various target proteins, their absorption into the body after possible enzyme degradation, their transport, and finally their physiological effect are a crucial part of traditional medicine ([@bib132]). However, in vitro assays or in silico tools are unable to give a clear idea as to the complete and exact interactions in a living organism. NP is only the cardinal step toward understanding the mechanism of bioactives/formulations. But this gives an overview of the action of traditional medicine which can be used to design in vivo experiments and clinical trials. This saves time and cost of research and inventions.5.It is observed that formulations are working by simultaneous modulation of multiple targets. This modulation includes activation of some targets and inhibition of other. In order to understand this complex synergistic activity of formulation, investigative studies regarding the interactions of ligands with targets are to be carried out. This can be achieved by implementing high-throughput omics studies based on the network data.

Conclusion {#s0080}
==========

Network pharmacological analysis presents an immense scope for exploring traditional knowledge to find solutions for the current problems challenging the drug discovery industry. NEP can also play a key role in new drug discovery, drug repurposing, and rational formulation discovery. Many of the bioactive--target combinations have been experimentally studied. The data synthesis using NP provides information regarding the mode of action of traditional medicine formulations, based on their constituent bioactives. This is a kind of reverse approach to deduce the molecular mechanism of action of formulations using modern, integrated technologies. The current network analysis is based on the studies that have been conducted and the literature that is available. Hence, the data is inconclusive as a number of studies are still underway and novel data is being generated continuously. Despite its limitations, this still is a favorable approach, as it gives insight into the hidden knowledge of our ancient traditional medicine wisdom. NP aids the logical analysis of this wisdom that can be utilized to understand the knowledge as well as to invent novel solutions for current pharmacological problems.
